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Abstract. With the rapid development of case-based reasoning (CBR) techniques, CBR has been widely applied to 

real-world applications such as collision avoidance systems. A successful CBR-based system relies on a high-quality case 

base, and a case creation technique for generating such a case base is highly required. In this paper, we propose an 

automated case learning method for CBR-based collision avoidance systems. Building on techniques from CBR and 

natural language processing, we developed a methodology for learning cases from maritime affair records. After giving an 

overview on the developed systems, we present the methodology and the experiments conducted in case creation and case 

evaluation. The experimental results demonstrated the usefulness and applicability of the case learning approach for 

generating cases from the historic maritime affair records.  

Keywords: case-based reasoning, ship collision avoidance, maritime affair records, case learning, case base 

management. 

1.   Introduction 

Human error is one of the most significant factors in maritime accidents. In particular, it was a root 

contributing factor for ship collisions in navigation. To avoid human error and improve navigation safety, many 

researchers [1-6] have focused on developing intelligent systems for collision avoidance. Yang et al. [4] developed a 

rule-based collision avoidance expert system based on the navigators’ experiences and applied it to an integrated 

navigation system as a decision-making support system for collision avoidance. Similarly, Zhao and Wang [23] 

developed an intelligent decision support system for ship collision avoidance. These intelligent systems were 

developed based on rule-based reasoning techniques. The rules were created or obtained from traffic regulations, 

encounter scenarios, or navigation theories. However, such rules cannot fully mimic the human’s ship-handling 

behaviors and experiences, which are the most important factor in ship-handling for collision avoidance. This is one 

of reasons that these research results are rarely applied to practical navigation systems.  

 



To overcome the shortcomings of rule-based reasoning systems, we have started to look into applying Case-

Based Reasoning (CBR) [28][29] and agent technologies to ship collision avoidance [15, 17, 18].  CBR is one of the 

reasoning paradigms and is a feasible and effective solution to problems which are difficult to be solved with traditional 

methods such as model-based reasoning. CBR-based approaches have been widely applied to various real-world 

applications such as diagnostics [26][32], design[27][34], planning [30], finance[31], health care [33], and decision-

making support [7-12]. Also, we are looking into applying agent technologies to ship collision avoidance. A ship, 

navigating on an open and dynamic environment, can be treated as a rational and intelligent agent.  Navigators on ships 

detect the changes of the environment, collect the information of other ships, judge the dangerous degree of the current 

situation, make decisions by using some knowledge, and take actions to avoid the collision with other ships or obstacles. 

To facilitate this research, we have developed a multi-agent system for ship collision avoidance. The agents in this system 

[17] were implemented with CBR-based decision making support for collision avoidance [18].  

 

When we develop a CBR-based system for an application, a significant challenge that we face is case generation. 

Without a high-quality case base, it is impossible for a CBR-based system to work properly and effectively for solving 

the given problems. It is a challenge to automatically generate a high-quality case base because different applications 

require distinguished approaches for case generation. For example, Yang et al. [16] developed a methodology to 

automatically generate cases from the historic maintenance database for diagnostic CBR systems. To create the cases for 

the CBR-based collision avoidance systems, we looked into the usage of historic maritime affairs records which were 

collected over many years. These records documented either instructive and successful cases or edifying and failing cases. 

These cases are a valuable resource to generate cases for CBR-based collision systems. We collected many well-known 

maritime cases from Asia and Europe from 1976 to 2006. These case records were documented in an unstructured text 

format and in different languages, mainly in Chinese. To efficiently generate cases from these unstructured text records, 

we developed a methodology, focusing on Chinese text format, by using techniques from natural language processing 

(NLP) and CBR. In this paper, we present the developed techniques and some preliminary results.   

      

The next section gives an overview on the CBR-based multi-agent system for collision avoidance; following that, 

we present a methodology developed for generating cases from maritime affair records; we then introduce the 

experiments along with some preliminary results following with a discussion section; the final section concludes the 

paper. 

 

2. CBR-Based Collision Avoidance Systems 

2.1 Multi-agent Systems for Collision Avoidance  

 



In order to conduct the research for collision avoidance, we developed a multi-agent system [17] for simulating 

the real navigation environment. Figure 1 shows the system architecture. It consists of two types of agents: control 

agents and function agents. The control agents comprise   system agents and union agents; and function agents are 

either ship agents or VTS (Vessel Traffic Service) agents. In general, the control agents manage the function agents, 

including information maintenance, agent communication, task partition and assignment, resource distribution and 

administration, conflict reconcilement, etc. A function agent performs CBR-based reasoning for collision avoidance by 

using the information from control agents and the environments. For example, when a potential collision risk arises, 

several related function agents are organized automatically to form a “dynamic society” that is a negotiation union, and 

work together to find a solution for the current problem. A union agent is assigned to each negotiation union. In some 

particular situation, a special function agent, VTS agent, is activated and licensed to take an action that must be obeyed 

by all the ship agents within the union.  
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Figure 1: The architecture of multi-agent system for collision avoidance 

 

To implement these agents, three different agent models are used: a system model, a union model, and an 

agent model. These models are designed following agent system technologies. Each agent model contains 

corresponding responsibility, state, data, and knowledge base. In particular, we implemented function agents with the 

CBR paradigm to provide decision-making support for collision avoidance. The details are presented in the following 

subsection. Communication that allows agents to interact each other for sharing information and achieving a common 



goal is implemented with ACL (Agent Communication Language), KQML (Knowledge Query Manipulation Language 

package [19], and AIS (Automatic Identification System) messages. The AIS is an onboard broadcast transponder 

system with which ships continually transmit their ID, position, course, speed over ground, ships static data and voyage 

related data to all other nearby ships and shore-side authorities on common VHF radio channels. AIS provides 22 

messages to deliver the information, such as position reports, base station report, ship static and voyage related data, 

safety related message, and so on.     

 

2.2 CBR-Based Collision Avoidance Systems 

 

The function agents such as Ship agent and VTS agent in multi-agent systems shown in Figure 1 are 

implemented based on a BDI (Beliefs, Desires, and Intentions) model [25]. BDI agents are comprised of the 

following core data structures: Beliefs, Desires, Intentions, and plans. The BDI model has some philosophical basis 

in the Belief-Desire-Intention theory of human practical reasoning. We applied CBR to the BDI model for 

modeling human reasoning on collision avoidance. With the help of CBR, the architecture of CBR-based agents 

(Ship agent and VTS agent) is designed as shown in Figure 2.  Basically, a CBR-based agent implemented in BDI 

model consists of two types of components: BDI function components and CBR function components. BDI 

function components such as communication, action trigger, and model base, provide capabilities to interact with 

other agents. CBR reasoning is performed through three main components: problem description, case retrieving, 

and case learning. The problem description component creates a collision problem based on real-time navigation 

data, including static information (ship type, ship length and sea gauge), dynamic information (navigating course, 

speed and position), and navigating information (the relative course and speed, azimuth, distance, DCPA, TCPA
1
, 

encounter situation, and collision risk).  Once a collision problem is defined, a case retrieval algorithm is used to 

retrieve similar cases from the case base which stores cases with a given presentation and an index structure. The 

case with a maximal value of similarity is selected as the proposed solution for the defined problem. Case learning 

is a key in CBR-based systems. The main task is to automatically generate cases from maritime affair records. We 

detail this core component in the following Sections. 

 

                                                           
1 DCPA (Distance at the Closest Point of Approach) and TCPA (Time at the Closest Point of Approach) are important 

parameters for describing the related status between two ships in navigation. They are used as the criteria for 

deciding the action of avoiding collisions. 
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Figure 2: The paradigm of a CBR-based collision avoidance system 

3. Automated Case Learning 

Cases in CBR-based systems can be generated either in run time or at the initial stage of system development. 

For collision avoidance systems it is not feasible to generate cases in run time because of cost and safety issue. In our 

previous work [18], we proposed to create cases from ship-handling simulations. By analyzing the ship-handling 

trajectories obtained from a simulator we can create some cases for the given encountering situations. Other feasible and 

effective way is to generate cases from historic maritime affair records collected in navigation. This section presents a 

methodology developed to automatically generate cases from such records. We start from some preliminaries for a 

collision avoidance case based on practical navigation. Then we present the methodology. 

   

3.1  Preliminaries 

Ship collision avoidance is a dynamic process connecting with the sea, the ship, the human, and the environment, 

involving much information and many changes during a period. A ship collision avoidance case is a collection of ship 

operations over a long period. Figure 3 shows the dynamic encountering situation between Ship_agent1 and Ship_agent2. 

This dynamic course contains most information and changes related to two ships in navigation.  The information is 

recorded at each view point for a given time. When we create cases from a given maritime affair record, we have to 

extract such information from the selected view point on the dynamic course.  



 

 

Figure 3: A dynamic course of a collision case 

 

  In order to describe the methodology, we first give some definitions on encountering situation, view point of 

navigation, maritime affair data, collision case, and case base. 

 

Definition 1, Encounter Scene (ES): a well-defined data structure. It is used to record the environment 

information (EI), the basic information (BI) of each ship, the relative information (RI) between own ship and each target 

ship and the proposed actions (PA) at a given time point. That is: 

ES = < EI, BI, RI, PA >                      (1) 

Definition 2, View Point (VP): during the ship collision avoidance, we label one of the encountering ships as the 

own ship (OS) and the others as target ships (TS). And then we select a time point (T) and record the encounter scene (ES) 

at this moment. VP is denoted as:  

VP = < OS, TS, T, ES >                        (2) 



Definition 3, Case base (CB):  A case ( c ) is defined as },,{ ccc mspc  . cp  denotes a set of problem 

attributes, which describe a collision problem, and  a set of VP; cs   is a set of solution attributes, either a single action 

or several   actions for avoiding a collision; cm  contains all attributes related to case base maintenance, including 

redundancy, inconsistency, successful times, collision times, successful actions, and failed actions. Let CB denotes a 

case base, where }.,...,......,,{ 21 ni ccccCB  

 

Definition 4, Maritime Affair Database (MD): For a given maritime affair record denoted as mdi, it contains 

the implicit or explicit environment description (ED) (sea state, weather condition, and visibility), the ship information 

description (SID) (encounter ships, ship name, type, length, draft, cargos and operation condition), and the collision or 

collision avoidance procedure description (PD) (the dynamic operation process and ship-ship relative information). For 

the collected maritime affair data, we denote it as a database, MD, where   }.,...,......,,{ 21 qi mdmdmdmdMD      

 

3.2 Methodology 

From the above definitions, our task is to create a CB given an MD . The developed methodology, which 

automates the procedures for case base creation, consists of three main processes:  

 

 Identifying collision a problem and its solutions 

 Creating a template case 

 Updating the case base  

 

 

A. Identifying a collision problem and its solutions 

 

The task of this process is to find cp and cs  given an mdi in MD. In this work, the collected MD is 

unstructured Chinese text. Such Chinese text format makes the work more complicated. Unlike English or other western 

languages, Chinese is character based, not word based. There are no “blank spaces” serving as word boundaries in 

Chinese sentences [20, 21]. In order to obtain ED, SID and PD information from a given mdi, we first conduct Chinese 

word segmentation, then perform semantic analysis based on a selected view point (VP).  

 

 

 

 



Table 1, Algorithm for Automatic Segmentation 

INPUT:        TextTree, DicBase; 

OUTPUT:      SegBase; 

INITIALIZATION:  NodeCount=0; DicCount=0; SegCount=0; SegFlg=FALSE; DelWord NULL;  

                       RemainWord NULL; 

BEGIN: 

      WHILE  (TextTree[NodeCount] is not NULL)   DO 

      {             InBuffer  TextTree[NodeCount]; NodeCount++; 

IF InBuffer.Kind {English, Number, Symbol and quotation } 

              THEN {  SegBase[SegCount] InBuffer; SegCount++; } 

               ELSE {  WHILE ( Infuffer.Words is not NULL) DO 

            {  DicCount=0; SegFlg=FALSE; 

                       WHILE (DicBase[DicCount] is not NULL]) DO 

                          {  IF (InBuffer.Words == DicBase[DicCount]) 

                             THEN {  SegBase[SegCount]  InBuffer.; 

       SegCount++; SegFlg=TRUE; 

       nBuffer  DelWord; 

                        } ELSE DicCount ++;  } 

                            IF (SegFlg==FALSE)  THEN { 

                            FMaxMatch: DelWordPro (LastOne, InBuffer, RemainWord, DelWord); 

                            BMaxMatch: DelWordPro (FirstOne, InBuffer, RemainWord, DelWord); 

                      IF (RemainWord is NULL) THEN 

                      {  SegBase[SegCount]  InBuffer.; 

                          SegBase[SegCount].Kind= unknown; 

                          SegCount++; 

                       } ELSE InBuffer  RemainWord; } 

                           }  // end of  third WHILE 

                  }   // end of second WHILE 

          }  // end of FIRST WHILE 

END 

 

Chinese word segmentation separates a maritime affair record into 3 different paragraphs and extracts necessary 

information for ED, SID and PD from a given VP. The algorithm shown in Table 1 relies on a domain dictionary 

(DicBase) and a text tree (TextTree). The DicBase contains the main vocabulary for collision avoidance problem. It is 

created based on the following principles: 

 

 The vocabulary is arranged in the sequence of WordKindSet (WordKindSet = <noun, verb, adjective, 

adverb, conjunction, pronoun, preposition, auxiliary, quantifier, numeral>); 

 The words having same initial character are arranged in length sequence ordered from long to short;  



 Each word in the vocabulary is associated with a numerical value to express its occurrence frequency. 

   

  A higher frequency is associated with a larger value. The TextTree is generated by paragraph segmentation, 

sentence segmentation and node segmentation. The three paragraphs corresponding to the ED, SID, and PD respectively 

are segmented. The sentence segmentation is based on the original text sentence and the segmentation tag is the five 

punctuations, “.”, “,”, “:”, “?” and “!”. The node segmentation is based on the kind of the character string. There are five 

kinds of characters, NodeKindSet=<Chinese, English, number, special symbol, quotation mark>. Only the Chinese 

characters need to be further segmented, and the other four kinds of character strings are treated as a solid semantic unit 

and need no more processing. 

 

  In Table 1, FMaxMatch and BMaxMatch are two simple algorithms for Chinese text match. They run in both 

forward and backward directions using the final word list as the references. Some domain knowledge is used in the 

algorithm to improve the segmentation efficiency. The outputs of FMaxMatch and BMaxMatch are stored in a static 

database, SegBase. The differences between the FMaxMatch and BMaxMatch outputs indicate the positions where the 

overlapping ambiguities occur. To reduce the ambiguity in segmentation, three rules are used to remove the ambiguity in 

the algorithm. The first rule is to remove overlapping ambiguity. The algorithm detects it and dispels it by selecting the 

words with higher occurrence frequency as the segmentation result or selecting the words manually. The second rule is to 

remove combination ambiguity by assigning a high priority to a combined string. The third rule is to deal with an 

unrecorded ambiguity string which is detected as SegBase.Kind. For an unrecorded ambiguity string, the “unknown” will 

be assigned to SegBase.Kind.  

 

After performing the segmentation, we conduct semantic analysis based on the specific VP from the SegBase. 

The main purpose of semantic analysis is to determine the attribute values of cp and cs  for a given key VP in the 

SegBase. A key VP contains important information or data as shown in Table 2. For some given VP, we may obtain the 

necessary information for cp and cs , some VP may not. Once we have cp and cs  we start to create a case template 

as a potential case. 

 

 

B. Creating a template case 

 

Having cp and cs from the previous process, this process creates a potential case, 

},,{ ctmpctmpctmptmp mspc   (where ctmpcctmpcctmp msspp ;,   is to be determined). A potential case is a 



structured case representation, which might be added to a case base as a new case or be merged with the other cases based 

on the case base maintenance policies. These policies are presented in following subsection 

 

Table 2, An example of a VP selected for semantic analysis 

Paragraph Key point words Value type 

  ED 

Visibility Chinese/numerical 

Wind power, course, speed Chinese/numerical 

Flow course, speed Chinese/numerical 

Snowfall, rainfall, Fog Chinese/numerical 

Traffic density Chinese 

  SID 

 Encounter ship number Numerical 

Ship type Chinese/English/mark 

Ship length, wide, sea gauge Numerical 

    Course, Speed Numerical 

  PD 

Ship to Ship 

Distance, bear Numerical 

DCPA/TCPA Numerical 

Situation, stage Chinese 

Collision risk Chinese/numerical 

Operation 

Steering Chinese/numerical 

Speed change Chinese/numerical 

Effect Chinese 

 

C. Updating case base  

 

In ship navigation, an encounter situation (collision case) might occur several times, but the avoiding action may 

be either identical or different. In such a situation, we expect to create a single case to restore these experiences rather 

than multiple cases. Therefore, we need a sophisticated approach to manage the case base when we add a potential case to 

the existing case base.  We use the algorithm shown in Table 3 for updating the created case bases. 

 

 



Table 3, An algorithm for case base management 

Input:  A given }.,...,......,,{ 21 ni ccccCB  

        A potential case },,{ ctmpctmpctmptmp mspc   

Process: 

   For all ic  in CB   { 

        If ic  similar to tmpc     // where },,{ cicicii mspc   

           ;tmpcCBCB         // add a new case to case base 

        Else if )( ctmpic pp   ( ctmpci ss  ) 

                  cim  = upgradeMattributes(ic );    

       Else If  )( ctmpic pp  ))(( ctmpcii ssc   do 

            cim  = upgradeMattributes(ic ); 

             ;tmpcici sss   

      End; 

 } 

 

The goal of this algorithm is to determine the attributes of cm  for a given temporary case. The first step is to 

determine whether a potential case could be a new case. We check the redundancy or inconsistency of the potential case 

against the existing case base. If a case is not against any case in the existing case base, this case could be a new case, and 

will be added to the case base. Otherwise, we move on to the second step. It conducts case base management for the 

existing case base if we find a case ( ic ) similar to tmpc . Case base management includes updating an existing case, 

deleting a case, and merging multiple cases into a new case.  This operation is realized by updating the attributes for cm . 

If we detected a similar case ( ic ) in the existing case base against the potential case tmpc , i.e., ctmpic pp   

and ctmpci ss  , then cim  will be updated to reflect the effect of the collision avoidance action applied to the collision 

problem. If tmpc  is a positive case, then we increase the count of successful actions of cim  otherwise we increase the 

count of failed actions of cim .  Similarly, if we detected a similar case ( ic ) against case tmpc , which has similar problem 

descriptions but different solutions, i.e., ctmpic pp   and ctmpci ss ! , the existing case will be updated by adding the 

new solution to it, so that the case will become more powerful for solving the similar collision problem in the future.  In 



the algorithm, the similarity computation is supported by the developed CBR engine in our multi-agent system. The 

Appendix shows the formulas for computing the similarity between two cases.  

4. Experiments and Case Evaluation 

 

4.1 Experiments for case creation 

We implemented a case learning system following the proposed methodology with the support of a CBR engine 

in our developed multi-agent system in a VC++ platform. Some experiments were conducted for creating cases from the 

collected maritime affair records. 

 

We have collected almost 60 collision avoidance cases from maritime affair record books [22, 23, 24]. These 

records are written in Chinese and cover a time period from 1972 to 2006. Most of the records contain all information in 

unstructured Chinese text format. In other words, from the collision records we can extract necessary information for 

creating cases: ES (EI, BI, RI, PA), VP (OS, TS, T, ES), and actions taken for collision avoidance, or causes of collisions.  

Among 60 cases, 50 collision cases took place in Europe and were collected in Lloyd’s Report, and 10 cases were from 

China. Most of collisions or collision avoidance situations took place near the coast and in shallow water areas. From the 

point of view of encounter ships, most of the cases are two ship collisions. Only five cases are related to multiple ship 

collisions. From the point of view of encounter relationships, 14 cases are heading collisions; 26 cases are crossing 

collisions; 10 cases are overtaking collisions; and 10 cases are out of navigating routes in shallow water areas. From the 

point of view of navigation environments, 27 cases happened under an invisible weather; and 33 cases under visible 

weather. We first created electronic versions for these records in Chinese text format. We then input these electronic 

documents to our developed case learning system and created cases automatically. In the end, we generated 58 cases 

successfully. Some cases are created from several collision cases because those cases may contain similar information on 

encountering situations and navigating environments, or took the similar action for avoiding the collisions.  It is 

interesting that only 2 collision cases lack enough information for generating the cases. 

 

 4.2 Case evaluation 

Although the developed methodology can learn the valuable cases from historic maritime affair records, the 

created cases have to be evaluated carefully before they are deployed to CBR-based collision avoidance systems. To 

evaluate the cases, we have developed an evaluation system, which is also incorporated into the multi-agent systems. This 

system is capable of evaluating the ship-handling results by analyzing the trajectories collected during ship-handling. 

Figure 4 shows the developed system [14]. Basically, the system consists of three components to perform three main 

tasks: data processing, risk analyzing, and knowledge reasoning. Here is a brief description of each task. 

Data processing extracts the necessary data from ship trajectories and computes some derived parameters from 

original data. Original data from ship trajectories include the longitude, latitude, course and speed of own ship and target 



ships, as well as the data related to winds, currents and navigating areas at the given time. The derived parameters include 

the relative information such as the bearing and distance between two ships. These parameters help evaluate the risk of 

ship-handling actions. 
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Figure 4: Evaluation system for ship trajectory 

 

Risk analyzing estimates the risk of ship at a given time on the trajectory. In this system, four kinds of evaluation 

criteria are developed. They are action identification, action timing measurement (stage control), encountering situation 

judgment, and risk estimation. The former three criteria are determined or measured using DCPA, TCPA, and navigation 

regulations. The risk is computed using Equation 3 and 4. Equation 3 is used to compute the risk between own ship and 

one single target ship. Equation 4 computes the risk for multi-target ships.  
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Where:  

 DCPAそ  is the threshold of DCPA and has different values under the condition of in sight  

 and restricted visibility 

 N is the number of target ships 

   

Knowledge reasoning makes the final judgment for the ship trajectory by using the risk estimation, a grade 

criterion and some rules. Usually this will give a grade as a final result for a given ship-handling simulation. This function 

is mainly used to evaluate the ship-handling simulation in training students. We do not use it for case evaluation. 



 In this study, the objective is to evaluate the usefulness of the proposed methods for learning cases from historic 

maritime affair records. We are interested in the risk estimation for given trajectories. Therefore, we first conducted ship-

handling simulations with the created cases. To simplify the procedures, we only consider a single target ship encounter 

situation for our evaluation task. While running ship-handling simulations using the designed encounter scenario, we 

collected ship trajectories for each ship. In other words, the cases created from the experiments are stored in the case 

bases in the developed CBR-based agent systems. Then we designed some encounter scenarios for ship-handling 

simulation systems which may run into the collision situation. Based on the given problem descriptions, the system 

retrieves the similar case for avoiding collision. During the simulation, ship-handling trajectories of a target ship and own 

ship are collected for analysis. Figure 5 shows an example of case retrieving in the case evaluation.  In this experiment, 

the system retrieved a similar case from the case base given collision problem. Figure 5(a) shows an encounter situation, 

in which two ships are head on to each other. They are noted as Ship_Agent3 and Ship_Agent4. Ship_Agent3 has course 

90º and speed 12 kn. Ship_Agent4 has course 270º and speed 10kn. In order to formula a problem representation for this 

collision situation, Ship_Agent3 is defined as an own ship. Figure 5(b) shows that a case is retrieved from the case base in 

terms of the computed similarity. As a result, the case with ID 5 is retrieved since it has the highest value of similarity, 

0.607186. Hence, its solution (turn right 20º) from the retrieved case is used as a proposed solution for the current 

collision problem. The ship-handling system applies the solution to handle ship for collision avoidance. Finally the risk is 

computed by Equation 3 to judge if the collision avoidance action is safe and effective. In this situation, the risk was 

computed as zero and the quality of the case is considered as “good case”.     

 

For 58 cases generated in case creation experiments, we evaluated them one by one as we described above. Table 

4 shows the evaluation results for 58 cases. As we mentioned, we only analyze the risk for each ship-handling simulation 

trajectory. We did not take the visibility into risk analysis. The evaluation results are shown in Table 4, in which the 

number in each column represents the “good” case for the given criteria.  Not surprisingly, 56 of 58 cases can provide a 

Figure 5:  An example of case evaluation

 

(a) (b) 



safe action for collision avoidance. Only two cases from “overtaking” and “out of route” fail to provide a right action or 

right timing for collision avoidance.  

Table 4, The preliminary results for 58 cases evaluation 

58 CASES CREATED FROM 

EXPERIMENTS 

RISK ANALYSIS IN CASE EVALUATION 

Risk estimation Action taken Action timing Stage Control 

  Encounter 

  Situation 

Heading 14 14 14 14 

Crossing 24 24 24 24 

Overtaking 9 9 9 9 

Out of route 9 9 9 9 

     Total “good” cases  56 56 56 56 

  

5. Discussion 

From the case creation and evaluation experiments, it is obvious that the cases were successfully created from 

maritime affair records using the proposed methods. The preliminary results demonstrated the usefulness and feasibility 

of the developed techniques.  

 

It is worth noting that the evaluation method in this work is very simple. Only risk analysis is performed to judge 

the quality of cases. While computing the risk, we only take TCPA and DCPA into account. This is limited because the 

safety of ship navigation involves many factors such as human experience, navigating environment, and evaluation 

criteria. For example, the better risk estimation should involve the impact of visibility. In other words, DCPAそ  should be 

determined based on the visibility of navigating environment.  It is a complicated procedure [4]. We argue that more 

practical ship-handling evaluations are necessary, and the experienced navigators should be involved in order to fully 

evaluate the quality of cases.  

 

It is also worth noting that the developed techniques are easily transferable from Chinese language text 

processing to other language text processing by applying the corresponding domain dictionary and text tree, 

preprocessing  and morphological analysis, grammar and parsing , and semantic interpretation for given language such 

as English.  

 

In this work, we used only a small set of maritime affair records to validate the usefulness of the developed 

techniques. Several issues remain open, including safety criteria for case evaluation, more practical methods for case 



evaluation, and case uncertainty in retrieving case for decision-making on collision avoidance. All these issues will be our 

future work. 

 

A CBR-based approach for collision avoidance is a problem-solving paradigm, which solves collision problem 

based on the past experience stored in the case base. It is not a modeling of the collision problem. Therefore, there is a 

limitation, i.e., for a new collision situation, the system may not be able to find a right solution if the case base does not 

provide the similar collision case in the past. Considering such a limitation, the developed techniques should be used as a 

decision-making support tool, instead of an automated collision avoidance system, in the real world navigation.    

 

6. Conclusion    

In this paper, we started from an overview on the developed CBR-based agent systems for collision avoidance. 

We introduced a methodology proposed for automatic case generation, which was developed using techniques from 

Chinese Language Processing and CBR. Even though the methodology relies on Chinese language processing techniques, 

it is easy to transfer to English or other languages. We conducted the experiments for learning cases from the collected 60 

maritime affair records.  For the created cases, we performed the evaluation by using the developed evaluation system 

and ship-handling simulator.  The preliminary results show that the proposed method is useful and effective for creating 

cases from the historic maritime affair records.   
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Appendix A: Similarity Computing 

If ]1,0[i
ckV is defined as the similarity between a current problem c and a stored case k in the i

th
 attribute, 

i
cx and i

kx are the value for the i
th

 attribute in c and k respectively. With different value types, PV (Precise Value), FV 

(Fuzzy Value) or DV (Default Value), there are four kinds of functions to calculate attribute similarity. 

 

1) Similarity between two precise values: for two precise values i
cx and i

kx , the equal or unequal judgement 

method is not adopted. Instead, a more flexible similarity function is introduced. 

i

i
k

i
ci

ck

xx
V




 0.1                              (5) 

     where: i  is a threshold for the i
th

 attribute.  

 

2) Similarity between a precise value and a fuzzy value: for two values i
cx and i

kx , if one is a precise value x, 

and the other is a fuzzy value with a fuzzy set U , then the fuzzy membership function  xU  is selected as the 

similarity function. 

 xV U
i
ck                                     (6) 

 

3) Similarity between two fuzzy values: for two fuzzy values i
cx and i

kx with two fuzzy set A and B, their 

approximate relation matrix can be calculated through equation (5) and (6). 
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         CGA and CGB are the centre of gravity of A and B. 

 

4) Similarity between default value and non-default value: for two values i
cx  and i

kx , if one is the default value 

NULL, and the other is a non-default value, then similarity function will be the default value because default value NULL 

can be any value in the algorithm: 

0.1i
ckV

                                        (9) 



Finally, ckS , the similarity between a current problem c and a stored case k, can be obtained by equation (8) 
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 where:  1,0i  is the weight of the i
th

  attribute  and m is a total of attributes in a given case. 
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